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The proposition is advanced that many current measures of kinship strength may paradoxically indicate inadequate or weakened kinship structures. That is so because they rely on
measures that emphasize continuous proximity. This curious paradox is a consequence of
inattention to the relationship between technology, services, and proximity. This article
presents nonproximity indicators of kinship contact and service delivery that can measure
strength of kinship bonds, and states the principles for assessing at what distances kin can
deliver which services.

The concept of the modified extended family
structure, introduced in 1960, was based on three
considerations: (a) that kin structures are a
necessity in a modern industrial society; (b) that in
order for it to live alongside the powerful formal
organizational structures, the kin structure had to
alter its form to permit differential mobility of kin
members; and (c) that it was possible to do this
because modern technology permitted the transmission of many crucial services over geographic
and social distance (Litwak, 1960). This model of
kin structure was contrasted with the traditional
one, which stressed the need for kinship proximity
or common households, the communality of occupations, and the rejection of nonkin members,
such as staff of formal organizations. These two
models of kinship were, in turn, opposed by a
series of writers who saw either the isolated
marital unit as the optimal family unit (Burgess,

Wallin, and Schultz, 1953; Parsons, 1944) or the
individual (Polsky and Duberman, 1979).
In many fields of sociological endeavor, such as
gerontology and health, the precise strength of
kinship ties has become an important issue. Thus
writers have pointed out that social support
groups such as kin reduce mortality and morbidity
(Berkman, 1985) and provide most of the help
that chronically ill older people receive (Kendig,
1983; Shanas, 1979). Yet when it comes to
measuring the strength of such ties, there is considerable confusion as to which items should be
used and the extent to which they are interchangeable. Should researchers use contact measures
that emphasize face-to-face visits or telephone
calls? Which of the variety of services are the best
indicators that kin are providing exchange, such
as food and emotional support? Is the number of
kin who live in the same house or the same city the
best measure of strength?
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In the present study we argue that the items that
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address the relationship between technology,
proximity, and the delivery of kin services.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
TECHNOLOGY, SERVICES,
AND PROXIMITY
The first step is to understand that services, like
groups, vary enormously in their dependence on
geographic proximity. There are at least two
underlying dimensions that relate services to the
need for proximity (Litwak, 1985). These are
(a) the extent to which services require face-toface contact, and (b) the frequency with which the
service must be delivered to be viable. For example, services that require daily or hourly face-toface contact, such as personal grooming and providing food for chronically ill persons, demand
continuous close proximity. In contrast, some
services do not require face-to-face contact
because they can be managed over the phone.
Furthermore, these services may be less frequent.
Providing emotional support to a long-term
widow by weekly phone calls is an example.
There are, of course, mixed cases, where the
two dimensions go in different directions. For instance, providing household help for someone
who is bedridden for two or three weeks requires
daily face-to-face contact, but it is an infrequent
event. It is possible for a helper to fly in from far
away, deliver the services, and fly back home.
Some services are frequent but do not require
face-to-face contact. For example, it is sometimes
necessary to telephone frail older people every day
to make sure they are all right. Such calls can be
made at some distance before they become too
costly.
The question arises, how does technology intervene in this process? To understand its role, a
small mental experiment is illuminating. Consider
an earlier time when the major forms of transportation were walking or using a horse-drawn vehicle. In that context, further contemplate three
services: (a) providing emotional support to a recent widow by talking to her two or three times a
week, (b) providing household help to a husband
and children while the wife has been put in the
hospital for two weeks, and (c) providing daily
food to a person who is chronically ill and can no
longer manage ordinary household tasks. In this
earlier time all three services required close continuous proximity if one family member were to
help out another. The development of the telephone liberated the first service from the demands
of immediate proximity. People could provide
very frequent emotional support to a recent
widow and still live a considerable distance away.
It took the development of the automobile and

the airplane to liberate temporary household help
from the demands of continuous proximity. However, there is no current technology that has
liberated the provision of daily household services
by a kin member from the demands of geographic
proximity.
We argue that geographic proximity is not a
simple dichotomy. Some activities can be provided by those who live within a 10-block radius
but not farther, some can be provided by those
who live within a 5-mile radius but not farther,
and so on. Given the complexity of the issue it is
hard to state a priori how far away an individual
can be and still deliver services. Yet the concept of
the modified extended family requires such
knowledge, as does the simple empirical observation that kin are the major source of help for
older people (Kendig, 1983; Shanas, 1979).
Services and Proximity
To make clear the advantages of an explicit
analysis of proximity and type of service, we examine nine services delivered by the chief helper
of older people. These data come from a 1978
stratified random area sample survey of 1,346
people, 65 or older, half living in the New York
City metropolitan area and half living in the Fort
Lauderdale-Miami area of Florida (Litwak,
1985). Elderly respondents were asked if their
chief helper had provided these services within the
last six months. The helper was, by definition, a
son or daughter, if the older person had one, and
if not, a primary group member other than a
spouse.2 Respondents were asked about four
"house services" ordinarily provided by spouses,
namely, light housekeeping (such as making
beds), laundry or storing things, helping with
money matters (such as keeping track of bills),
and helping to fix small things around the house.
In addition, respondents were asked about a
series of services that could be managed by the
larger kin unit because they were either infrequent
or could be handled over the phone. These are
referred to as "normal kin services" and include
checking daily to see if the older people are all
right, taking them out for dinner or having them
over, giving them small household gifts (such as
bedspreads, plants, or TV sets), helping them
keep in touch with other family members, and
talking to them when they are feeling upset to
make them feel better.
In order to measure the effects of distance, all
helpers were classified in terms of how far they
lived from the respondent, either physically or
temporally.3 The percentage of respondents receiving services at each distance is presented in
Table 1. These percentages are used as the best
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1. PERCENTAGES OF OLDER PERSONS RECEIVING SERVICES FROM HELPER, BY DISTANCE FROM HELPER AND
TABLE
TYPE OF SERVICES

DistanceOlderPersonLives from Helper
Same
One to Five Six Blocksto
Over
30 Minutes 30 Minutes
House
Blocks

Type of Services

(n = 179)

(n = 202)

(n = 335)

(n = 598)

MaritalHouseholdServices
12 (10)
06 (08)
26 (26)
14 (16)
23 (28)
09 (15)

Rate
of
Decline

57 (49)
48 (37)

Doing light housekeeping
Doing laundry,storage,cleaning
Managingmoney, householdbills,
social security
Doing smallhouseholdrepairs

82 (77)
74 (75)
58 (49)
81 (85)

25 (25)
39 (48)

20 (20)
30 (35)

12 (16)
14 (21)

40 (30)
43 (37)

Average for all marital household services

74 (72)

28 (32)

19 (20)

10 (15)

47 (39)

"Normal"Kin Services
99 (95)
85 (86)
64 (61)
20 (23)
36 (34)
Checkingon respondentsdaily
82 (78)
67 (68)
36 (40)
23 (20)
59 (57)
Providingdinnerfor respondents
49 (48)
47 (44)
22 (18)
35 (38)
79 (72)
Providingsmallhouseholdgifts
Helpingrespondentskeep in touch
with relatives
44 (45)
42 (40)
42 (45)
15 (11)
75 (69)
92 (87)
83 (83)
79 (78)
70 (73)
09 (07)
Cheeringrespondentswhen low
58 (56)
41 (44)
85 (80)
66 (66)
21 (18)
Averagefor all "normal"kin services
in
with
the followingelementscontrolled:the responNote:The figures parenthesesarethe percentagescomputed
dent'shealth,maritalstatus,kinnorms,ethnicity,numberof children,affectionfor the helper,age, andeducation.
of
In addition,the genderand maritalstatus the helperwas controlled.The standardizedpercentageswerederived
from the regressionequationsin Table2.
estimates of the probability of the services being
delivered at each distance. Since there are other
factors that can affect services (other than
technology), such as the needs and resources of
the individual, we also estimated the effects of
proximity while controlling for the more obvious
needs and resources, such as state of health,
marital status, age, gender, educational level,
ethnic status, notions of filial responsibility for
older parents, affection for the helper, the
number of children of the respondent, and the
gender and the marital status of the helper. The
standardized percentages of persons receiving
each service at each distance were derived from
the regression coefficients in Table 2 and are
located in parentheses next to the unstandardized
figures in Table 1. The differences between the
standardized and unstandardized figures are
small, on average only 2.7%. This is consistent
with a view that the need for household help (e.g.,
because of illness or poverty) can best be satisfied
by the helper and the older person moving closer
together.4
With this point in mind, it is readily apparent
from Table 1 that services vary radically in the extent to which they are affected by distance. Using
the standardized percentages, one can see that
when the older person and the helper live in the
same household, 77% of the older people receive
light housekeeping help. However, if the older
person lives only a small distance away, from one

to five blocks, there is a major drop of 51%, with
only 26% receiving this service. For the respondents who live the farthest away from their
helper, over 30 minutes, only 8% receive light
housekeeping services. The pattern for other services, such as being cheered up when feeling low, is
very different. Those living in the same household
as their helper are quite likely to receive this service (87%), much like housekeeping (77%). However, in sharp contrast to the delivery of light
housekeeping services, those who provide emotional support are much less affected by incremental changes in distance. Thus, 83% of the
people who live from one to five blocks away
from their helpers receive emotional support, a
drop of only 4% from those who live in the same
household. If one examines older people who live
the farthest away, over 30 minutes, 73%0 still
receive emotional support when they are feeling
low, but only 8% receive light housekeeping services.
To give a rough idea of the relationship of each
service to geographic distance, we have computed
geographic decline rates.5 Light housekeeping has
an average decline rate of .49, while cheering people up when feeling low has a decline rate of .07.
The former is far more severely affected by geographic distance than the latter. Between these
two extreme items, as Table 1 indicates, there is a
continuum of effects, with the marital household
services having geographic decline rates that range

TABLE 2. UNSTANDARDIZED
FORFACTORS
COEFFICIENTS
AFFECTING
SERVICES
A

Factors Affecting Services
Helpers lived in same house
Helpers lived one to five
blocks away
Helpers lived six blocks to
30 minutes away
Married and ill
Single and well
Single and ill
Norm-ill parents should
live close by
Traditional kin norm
Modified extended family norm
Illogical kin norm
West Europeans
East Europeans
Latin Americans
American blacks
Jews
Other ethnic groups
Number of respondents' children
Gender of helpers
Respondents' affection
for helpers
Marital status of helpers
Age of respondents
Gender of respondents
Education of respondents

Marital Household Services
B
C

D

E

F

Normal Kin S
G

Doing
Light
Housekeeping

Doing
Laundry,
Storage,
Cleaning

Doing
Small
Household
Repairs

Providing
Small
Taking
Checking on
Respondents Respondents Household
to Dinner
Gifts
Daily

Managing
Household
Bills

.68*

.60*

.64*

.33*

.72*

.38*

.34*

.18*

.14*

.28*

.10*

.62*

.29*

.10*

.02
.13*
.03
.11*

.13
.19*
.03*
.13*

.15*
.11*
.08*
.14*

.05*
-.02
.06*
.24*

.38*
.09*
.02
.01

.17*
.04
.06**
.10*

.06*
.09*
.05
.02

.004
-.05
.01
-.10
.04*
.16*
.06*
.12*
.006
.24*
.02*
.09*

.02*
.08*
.02
.004
.03
.16*
.04
.01
-.01
.04
.01**
.09*

.002
.07
.05*
.07
-.07*
.02
-.04
.05
-.11*
-.02
.03*
-.11*

.03**
.09**
.02
.08
-.04**
.10*
.06
.02
.03
-.10*
.02*
.02

-.006
.26*
.07*
.15
.001
.05
.04
.15*
.06*
-.11
.02*
.08*

.03*
.01
.08*
.09
.02
.11*
.04
-.01
-.10*
.06
.01**
.10

.01**
.007
.05*
.008
-.08*
.13*
.16*
.03
-.11
.05
.03*
.08*

-.04*
.03*
-.02
.03
.00

-.04*
-.05*
-.03
.05*
.0002

-.05*
-.03
.00
.10*
.00

-.04*
.03
.004*
.10*
-.007*

-.09*
.03
.00
.02
.002

-.10*
-.01
.00
.005
.006*

-.10
.009
.001
.04
-.002
.46

Constanta

.59

.13

.62

-.18

.11

.31

Adjusted R2

.43

.33

.29

.22

.42

.15

.15

R2

.44

.34

.31*

.24*

.44

.17

.16

H
Res
K
Tou
R

-

-

-

-

-

Note: Population base for all regressions was 1,081.
aComparison groups: Helpers lived more than 30 minutes away; married and well; isolated nuclear family norm; and assimilated Amerian
*Indicates the coefficient is significant at .01 or beyond.
**Indicates the coefficient is significant at .05.
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from .49 to .30 and the normal kin services having
rates that range from .34 to .07.
While common sense suggests that providing
household services requires closer proximity than
providing emotional support, it is surprising that
living only one to five blocks away drastically
lowers the probability of getting household help
to 26%. The precise patterns that relate each task
to proximity permit a more accurate prediction of
which services kin members can provide under
varying social contingencies such as states of
health. This point can be made more clearly if the
number of household services is related to proximity. If a respondent is relatively healthy and
therefore needs help from kin on only one household service, then, as Table 3 indicates, there is a
94% chance of getting it if the helper lives in the
same household. Those living as far as 30 minutes
away still have a 43% chance of getting the service. However, if the respondent is more disabled
and needs help on at least two such services, the
helper must live within five blocks for the respondent to have at least a 31 Wochance of receiving the help. Those even more disabled and in
need of three services would have to live in the
same household with the helper if they want more
than a 19% chance of getting help. This analysis
permits much more accurate estimates of how far
away kin can live at each stage of physical frailty
and still deliver the required service.
A General Solution for
Classifying Tasks by Proximity
This increase in precision, however, also introduces a seemingly unmanageable complexity
due to the infinite number of distance points and
the endless number of tasks. This complexity can
be reduced if it is understood that the services depend upon a very small number of technologies
(phone, airplane, car, and mail), which involve
only a few basic dimensions (the frequency of

delivery and the necessity of face-to-face contact).
This limited number of technologies and basic
dimensions can be related to proximity. Once this
relationship is established, the relationship of any
given task, present or future, to proximity can be
estimated. All that must be done is to specify
which technology a given task must use and the
frequency with which it must be delivered.
The key to conceptual simplification is to attempt a direct measure of the two underlying
properties of technology that affect services, that
is, face-to-face delivery and frequency. They are
estimated from the following two questions:
"How often will you talk with (your helper) on
the phone?" "How often will you see (your
helper), either at your home, or their home or
some other place?" The answers were classified as
daily or more frequently, from weekly to daily
(but not including daily), from monthly to weekly
(but not including weekly), from yearly to monthly (but not including monthly), less frequently,
and never. The proportion of people in contact
with helpers at each distance is given in Figures 1
and 2.
Since we are arguing that services and
technologies have their own requirements for
geographic proximity, independent of the need or
resources of those helped, the respondents'
answers have again been standardized for illness,
marital status, education, age, kin norms, ethnicity, number of children, gender, affection for the
helper, and the helpers' gender and marital status.
This standaradization is derived from the regression coefficients in Table 4.
To illustrate the advantages of using the
telephone for technologies requiring face-to-face
contact, we shall initially assume that we are dealing with services that can be managed by either
technology. For instance, a wife whose husband is
seriously ill in the hospital might be emotionally
supported by daily conversations either face-toface or by telephone. If people have a choice of

TABLE 3. PERCENTAGES
OFOLDERPERSONS
RECEIVING
HOUSEHOLD
FROM
SERVICES
OFTASKS
HELPER,BYNUMBER

AND DISTANCE FROM HELPER

Number of Tasks
One or more household tasks
Two or more household tasks
Three or more household tasks
Four household tasks

Same
House
(n = 179)
94
86
70
45

Distance from Helpera
One to
Six Blocks
Five
to
Blocks
30 Minutes
(n = 202)
(n = 335)
49
43
31
19
19
09
15
05

Over
30 Minutes
(n = 598)

Average
Rate of
Declineb

27
10
04
01

32
50
60
71

aIn 90% of the cases the helpers were children or other relatives.
bThe rate of decline is the difference between two adjacent points on the distance scale divided by the closest
point. When averaged this gives the "average rate of decline."
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PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS IN FACE-TO-FACE

FIG. 1. STANDARDIZED
FROM HELPER

CONTACT WITH HELPER,

BY DISTANCE
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technologies, at what geographic distance does
daily telephoning provide a higher probability of
delivering services than daily face-to-face contacts?
A comparison of Figures 1 and 2 suggests that
for our respondents the advantage of using telephones daily occurs only when people live two
blocks away but not more than two hours away.
After that point the telephone provides no advantage. Thus, when the distance is between two and
five blocks, 82% of the people in our sample have
daily telephone contact with their helper, while
this is true of only 44% of our respondents who
have daily face-to-face contacts. However, if a
respondent lives more than two hours away, the
percentages making daily telephone and face-to-

face contact are basically the same, close to zero.
For respondents living no more than one block
away the two technologies also lead to similar
percentages receiving services, but in this case they
are high percentages, 85% and 76%.
Yet another question can now be addressed:
How does variation in frequency of the same
technology affect the geographic distance at
which services can be delivered? For instance, one
can have few clothes and do laundry every day or
have many clothes and do laundry weekly. When
kin must provide laundry services, at what points
will lessening the frequency of services permit
them to live at a greater geographic distance?
Figure 1 suggests that the geographic advantages
(which accrue from lowering the frequency of
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FIG. 2. STANDARDIZED PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS IN TELEPHONE CONTACT WITH HELPER, BY DISTANCE FROM
HELPER
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face-to-face contact from daily to weekly) extend
from those living on the same block to those living
two hours away.
More generally, Figure 1 suggests that if persons in marital household units are intact and
healthy and need services requiring face-to-face
contact only on a yearly basis, they can live at
great distances of more than four hours away and
still have a high probability, 75%, of receiving
such services. However, if such persons are slightly disabled and require at least monthly face-toface contact, they must live no more than two
hours away if they want at least a 677o chance of
receiving the service, and within an hour away if
they want a 92% chance of receiving the service.
If the married couple are so disabled that weekly
face-to-face contact is needed, they must live

within one hour away to have a 56% chance of
getting the service and within 30 minutes away if
they want an 88% chance of getting the service. If
they are so disabled or ill that they need daily contact, then they must live within five blocks to have
a 44% chance of getting the service and must live
on the same block to have an 85%ochance of getting the service. If they need services that require
more than daily contact, they must live in the
same household.
This formulation provides a more general
theoretical solution to the problem of classifying
"infinite" distance points and endless tasks into a
manageable number of patterns. Services must be
mapped into two underlying dimensions: the
degree to which they require face-to-face contact
and the frequency of such contact. Figures 1 and 2

TABLE 4. UNSTANDARDIZEDREGRESSIONCOEFFICIENTS
FOR VARIABLESMOST LIKELYTO AFFECT TELEPHONEAND FACE-TO

Variables Affecting Services

Means

Daily

Helpers lived in same house
.134
.101
Helpers lived in same block
.0546
Helpers lived 2 to 5 blocks away
.060
Helpers lived 6 to 10 blocks away
.187
Helpers lived 11 blocks to 30 minutes away
.139
Helpers lived 31 minutes to 1 hour away
.071
Helpers lived over 1 hour to 2 hours away
.143
Helpers lived over 2 hours to 4 hours away
Married and ill
.115
.652
Single and well
.1885
Single and ill
Norm-ill parents should live close by
2.806
10.362
Respondents' education
73.633
Respondents' age
Traditional kin norm
.049
Modified extended family norm
.751
.007
Illogical kin norm
West Europeans
.168
East Europeans
.098
Latin Americans
.068
American blacks
.047
Jews
.265
Other ethnic groups
.010
Number of respondents' children
1.680
.597
Helpers' gender (female high)
1.232
Respondents' affection for helpers
Marital status of helpers (married)
.327
Gender of respondents (female)
.652

.686*
.728*
.781*
.583*
.516*
331*
.152*
-.019
-.011
.001
.007
-.011
.002
.001
.158*
.075*
.134
.082*
.048
.015
.074
.088*
.081
.032*
.102*
-.096*
.011
.031

Telephone
Monthly
Weekly

Yearly

Daily

W

.301*
.393*
.492*
.452*
.460*
.429*
.266*
-.036
.024
.015
.026
-.008
.004
-.001
.119*
.104*
.232*
.059*
.054
-.031
.050
.118*
.290*
.022*
.031
.102*
.007
.045*

.003
.082*
.217*
.162*
.181*
.201*
.127*
.099
-.009
.004
.024
-.021*
.005*
-.002*
.071*
.061*
.089
-.008
-.010
-.037
-.004
.050*
.078
.018*
.007
-.076*
.006
.013

-.052*
.028
.163*
.109*
.129*
.149*
.101*
.071*
-.029
-.009
.016
-.016*
.004*
-.002
.084
.061
.070
-.011
-.007
-.044
.006
.046
.052
.013
.013
-.076
-.006
.0131

.937*
.849*
.440*
.257*
.082
.019
.006
.009
-.001
-.022
-.042*
-.010*
-.001
-.0001
.037
-.005
.036
.001
.031
.050
-.010
-.006
-.006
.020*
.024*
-.046*
-.009
.008

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
-.
-.
-.
-.
-.
-.0
.
-.0
-.
-.0
-.
.
-.0
.
-.0
.
.
-.0
.
.

.

,

Constanta

.030

.418

.979

1.016

.772

.

R2

.41

.25

.14

.13

.70

.

Adjusted R2

.39

.23

.12

.11

.69

.

Note: Population base for all regressions was 1,098.
aIncluded in the constant are helpers who live more than 4 hours away, health and married respondents, those holding an
assimilated Americans, single helpers, and male respondents and helpers.
*Indicates the coefficient is significant at .01 or beyond.
**Indicates the coefficient is significant at .05.
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provide the prototype for these two basic patterns. The relationship of all services to proximity
can be estimated from the eight curves in these
figures, or some combination, once their frequency of contact and degree of "face-to-faceness" is
established. However, until there is a representative population sample and most technologies
are accounted for, these figures must be considered only prototypical estimates. They enable
investigators to study the possible relationship between kinship structure, all tasks, and proximity
before the massive empirical job of mapping tasks
to proximity has been done.
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contacts between kin), and (c) the number of
household activities (which technologically require proximity) such as cooking, shopping, laundry, and personal grooming that are provided by
kin.
The modified-extended-family model suggests
that kinship systems in a modern industrial society
are ideally made up of semiautonomous household units (Litwak, 1960; Sussman, 1977). Indicators of kinship strength that measure such a
model assume the absence of the above proximity
measures and the presence of (a) telephone contacts rather than face-to-face visits; (b) the use of
services that are liberated from proximity by
KINSHIP THEORY AND THE
technology, that is, services that can be supplied
MEASUREMENT OF KINSHIP STRENGTH:
by the telephone, such as emotional succor,
A CHOICE OF MODELS
monetary help, and advice; and (c) the use of servHow does the above discussion bear on the ices delivered around major life events, such as
measurement of kinship strength? It is obvious death, acute illness, marriage, and birth, because
that those who use the delivery of family services they are infrequent and people can quickly come
as a measure of kinship strength will come to very great distances and return home because of moddifferent conclusions, depending on whether they ern technology. As opposed to these two
models,
select services liberated by technology from geo- the "isolated marital unit or individual" model
graphic demands of those not so liberated. For ex- treats all kinship ties as inconsistent with the needs
ample, Rix and Romashko (1980) argued that the of a modern industrial society. Thus the ideal kin
kinship system of older people was not crucial tie is a minimal one-that is, neither continuous
because most services were managed by the in- proximity nor services provided
occasionally or at
dividual or his or her spouse. However, the serv- a distance are considered measures of
strength.
ices they used to measure the strength of kin ties
In the past, researchers had very little to go on
were those not liberated by technology, such as when selecting items to measure kin
strength.
daily shopping, cooking, and daily household They did not know which services to use or if they
cleaning. Litwak (1960) argued that groups such should use visits, telephone conversations, or
as kin were crucial, because his measure of kin some combination. If one
keeps in mind the
strength was emotional succor or identity as ex- above models of kinship structure, such ambiguipressed in services that could be managed via the ty can be reduced.
telephone and ad hoc visits. To avoid this kind of
The choice of a model is, in turn, partly a value
confusion, it is necessary to have clearly in mind decision and partly an empirical one. If one makes
that services vary in the extent to which they re- the value choice that a democratic industrial sociequire continuous proximity.
ty is a desired state, the empirical and theoretical
In addition, it is necessary to have in mind evidence
suggests that the modified extended
which theoretical concept of kinship is to be used family structure is the ideal
kinship structure (Litas a measuring rod. As mentioned above, re- wak, 1965, 1985; Sussman,
1977). It is argued that
searchers who measure kinship strength use three the traditional kinship systems' demand that kin
kinship models, implicitly or explicitly. In the live close by and share the same occupation leads
traditional kinship model, continuous proximity to a closed class system in which the
poor are kept
is considered vital to the definition of kin permanently impoverished.
Thus, Anderson
strength. In the second, the modified-extended- (1977) pointed out that until the late 1800s English
family model, proximity is seen as a measure of laws on filial responsibility led to the impoverishkin weakness and nonproximity services as a ment of the children, or to
parents and adult
measure of strength. With the third model, the children fleeing from each other to avoid this conisolated marital unit, all kinship ties are viewed as sequence. Young and Willmott
(1957) and Gans
indicators of weakness.
(1962) pointed out that in more contemporary
To be more specific, several measures typically times, working-class
English groups and Italianused by researchers are very consistent with the Americans who had a traditional kin
concept
traditional kin model, as follows: (a) the number discouraged their children from educational and
of adult kin who live in the same household or occupational mobility. Litwak (1985), using the
nearby, (b) the number of visits (i.e., face-to-face
same data set as presented here, provided
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evidencethat those individualswith a traditional
family orientationhad lower occupationalstatus
than those with a modifiedextendedfamilystructure, and furthermore,their childrenhad lower
educationalachievement.
However,those who recommenda traditional
kinship model seldom concern themselveswith
such issues. They focus on the fact that kin are
most likely to provide the critical "household"
servicesto older people who are chronicallyill,
but they tend to ignore the costs of kinshiphelp.
The literatureindicates (Horowitz, 1985) that
servicesdeliveredto older people who have great
need can constitute an intolerable social and
financialstrainon the helpersand their families.
Whatis beneficialfor one part of the kin system
(e.g., older chronicallyill persons)can be disruptive to anotherpart (e.g., the helpers).This suggests a curvilinearrelationshipbetweenhelp and
kin strength-too little help and too much help
can lead to the collapseof the kin system.
In addition, the traditionalkinship system is
less likely to use formal agenciesbecauseof the
norms against nonkin members.Horwitz (1977)
arguesthat groupswith strongties (e.g., persons
in traditionalkin structures)bringtheirmembers
to doctors at a very late stage in their illness
becauseof theirreluctanceto deal with outsiders.
Gans(1962)pointsout that Italianfamilieswith a
strongtraditionalnorm were unable to fight off
urban renewal programs that were destroying
their community,in part becauseof theirunwillingnessto trust "strangers"(i.e., lawyers,social
workers,and politicianswho were not kin) who
offered legal and political power. Litwak and
Falbe (1983) found that nursinghome residents
with a traditionalkin orientationhad muchmore
difficulty workingwith nursinghome staff than
those with a modified extended family orientation.
In addition,Litwak(1985)argues,the modified
extendedfamily is less pressuredfor differential
mobilitywhena memberis out of the labor force
becauseof chronicillness.It willnot be as close as
the typicalextendedfamily,but it can supplyconsiderablehouseholdsupport.
Thus, if one considersthe isolatedmaritaldyad
as a kinship model where aid is minimal, the
averagepercentageof modifiedextendedfamilies
receivinghousehold servicesis midway between
the traditionalkinship group and the isolated
maritaldyad.6On the average,31%of those with
traditionalkin normsreceivedone or morehousehold services,as did 25% of those with modified
extendedkin norms. This contrastswith 17%of
those who had an isolatedmaritalunit norm.7
In summary,evidencethat the traditionalkin

systemprovidesmorehouseholdservicesis not as
persuasiveif the kind of help offered disrupts
otherpartsof the kin system,preventsolderpeople from gettinghelpin othercrucialareasof life,
such as medical care, and can lead to a classcrystallizedsociety. By contrast,the modifiedextendedfamily structurecan provideconsiderable
household help without similar negative consequences.This is the groundsfor arguingthat the
modified extendedfamily structureis more consistent with modern industrialsociety than the
traditionalkin structure.
The questionstill remains,in what way is this
new kinship structuremore desirablethan the
isolated marital unit (Parsons, 1944) or the individual(Polsky and Duberman,1972)?The assumption of these latter models that formal
organizationscan take over most of the services
provided by the kin and marital units is
theoreticallyand empiricallyweak (Litwak and
Figueria, 1968). It has been shown that performance of formal organizations can be
materially increased when supplemented by
primarygroupssuchas kin, in fieldssuch as mass
media communication (Katz and Lazarsfeld,
1955), education(Blau, 1981), nursingcare (Litwak and Falbe, 1983), health (Berkman,1985),
help duringunemployment(Hanlon, 1982), and
providingservicesto olderpeople (Kendig,1983).
If the individualor isolatedmaritalunit provides
short-term individual autonomy but leads to
significantlosses of most other social goals, then
this model is not likely to be acceptedby most
people.
TheModifiedKin Model in Crises
The modifiedextendedkin structurewouldemphasizecontinuousproximitywherepressurefor
differentialmobility is reduced, and it is weakenedby (a) chronicillness, (b) maritaldisruption,
and (c) poverty. The rationalehas alreadybeen
discussed for those who are chronicallyill and
retired(i.e., out of the labor force). If the standardizedcoefficientsare calculatedfrom Table2,
and a magnitudeof at least .10 is used together
witha .01 levelof significance,thenthose who are
sick (especiallysick andsingle)arelikelyto receive
householdservicesfrom a helperregardlessof kin
type or other socioeconomicvariables(Litwak,
1985).Therefore,those who use householdservices as a measureof kinbondsarelikelyto include
kin whosemembersare sick and single.The same
point would be truewherethe helperin the labor
forceis singleand the kin areretired.Theneedfor
coalescencederivesfrom the ineffectivenessof a
one-person household for managinghousehold
tasks, andthe fact of retirementmeansthereis far
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they were both married (4%). The same is almost

ly members provide which significantly affects the
life chances of "well-off" individuals; such aid
helps to account for greater life span as well as occupational and educational achievement (Berkman, 1985; Blau, 1981; Litwak, 1985).

as true when the child is single and the older person is married (14% vs. 4%7).It is less often the
case where the helper is married and the older person is single (10%). As already shown, when people live together they are far more likely to get
household services. On the average, 76% of those
older people living with their helper received a
household service as compared with 16%oof those
who did not live with their helper. The evidence
suggests a causal chain: the single helper and older
person move in together and thereby are better
able to deliver household services.8 Therefore,
people who use household services or proximity as
measures of family strength are likely to incorporate a significant number of incomplete marital
households.
Still a third circumstance under which the
modified extended family may coalesce is when its
members are very poor. In such instances they
may have no jobs or unskilled ones, which means
there will be minimal pressure for differential
mobility. If one finds an unskilled job in a new
place and there are other job openings, then other
kin are technically able to fill the job as well.
In addition, poor people have much greater
need of kin services because they cannot afford to
use formal organizations. For instance, a poor
person who wants to attend a school meeting but
needs a baby sitter cannot hire one but must depend on kin or friends to help out. The data show
that 25%oof the helpers in the lowest income quartile live in the same household as the older person,
and this percentage decreases to 2001othen to 12%
and finally to 5%7as the quartile increases. As
Table 2 shows, those who live closer get more
household services.9 As a result, those who use
proximity or household services as measures of
family strength will incorporate a significant
group of poor families.
In short, measures of kinship aid based on
proximity are very likely to measure either inadequate traditional kinship structures or the
modified extended one when it is at its weakest
state, that is, when members are chronically ill,
have broken households, and/or are very poor.
For many researchers the objection to such proximity measures will not seem vital, since they see
kin structures as inconsistent with modern society.
To show that extended kin structures lead to
lower goal achievement in an industrial society
only verifies this theory. What they overlook is
the powerful aid that the modified extended fami-

Measures of Kin Strength
With these thoughts in mind, it is now clear
why from the perspective of the modified extended family the following types of measures
used to indicate kin strength may be measures of
kin weakness: (a) frequency of face-to-face contact, (b) number of close relatives who live in the
same household or nearby, and (c) the number of
household activities (i.e., tasks not as yet liberated
by technology) delivered by kin. By contrast, the
following "normal kin" services and contacts are
indicators of kin strength when the above are not
present: (a) frequency of telephone contacts,
(b) frequency of services that do not require faceto-face contact (e.g., advice and emotional succor), and (c) frequency of services that require
only limited face-to-face contact (e.g., help during acute illness, death of spouse, birth, and marriage). Since these "normal" kin services are also
carried out by traditional families, they are
measures of the strength of the modified extended
family only when they occur independently of
household services. To make this point clear, we
classified all respondents into four groups-those
who received both household services and normal
kin services, those who received only normal kin
services, those who received only household services, and those who received neither. If a weakened modified kin structure (as indexed by having
an older person who is chronically ill and single) is
contrasted with a healthy kinship system (as indexed by those who are married and healthy), it
can be seen that they differ markedly in terms of
their having received one or more household services. Of those sick and single (248), 64%oreceived
one or more household services; of those sick and
married or single and healthy (657), 44% received
household services; while of those who were
healthy and married (439), 30% received household services. Thus, the sick and single were
almost twice as likely to receive household services
that require continuous proximity. If one looks at
the normal kin services, there is virtually no difference: 91% of the sick and single, 89%oof the
married and sick or sick and single, and 85% of
the married and healthy received such services.
However, if one examined only those cases where
the kin exchanged normal kin services but not
household services, there are substantial differences: 27% of the sick and single, 45% of the
married and sick or healthy and single, and 55%

less pressure for differential mobility between
parent and adult child. If the older person and his
or her child are both single, they are much more
of the time) than if
likely to live together (29%1o
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of the healthy and married received such services.
In short, normal kin services and household services are arranged on a Guttman-type scale, with
all families receiving normal kin services but only
the traditional and weakened modern types receiving household services. Since there is a third
kin type, those who have no kinship ties at all, it is
necessary to measure simultaneously both normal
kin and household services in order to differentiate the modern kin system from the traditional
and from those who are not kin-oriented. Of
course, another alternative is to try to measure kin
norms directly and not rely on services or generalized contact measures. This becomes a necessity
for those wanting to differentiate between the
weakened modified kin structure and the traditional one. 0
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Modern technology has made possible a very
different kinship structure. Insofar as investigators have used measures of continuous
proximity as the indicator of kin strength, they
have inadvertently proposed a kinship structure
that is least consistent with a modern industrial
society or one that is weakened by chronic illness,
a broken marital unit, or poverty. This study
shows the types of items that can be used to
measure kinship strength. In addition, the newer
model of kinship structure, the modified extended
family, requires a study of the relationship between technology, services, and proximity, a relationship that has been virtually ignored. Given
that proximity is often not an ideal state for kin in
a modern industrial society, it becomes very important to know how close people must live to kin
in order to deliver required services. We have
stated the principles for making such an assessment without having to map out empirically the
relation between all services and proximity. For
those interested in the role of social supports, the
issues are not simply which theoretical model and
which measure is best, but there is very obvious
"practical" importance in establishing at what
distances any given form of help can be transmitted. In this instance the pragmatic issues will
optimally be solved in conjunction with theory.

FOOTNOTES
1. Technologymay increaseor decreasethe influences
of proximity(Litwakand Figueira,1968).

2. In 75% of the cases the helper was a child, in
another15%, a relativeother than a child, and in
10%, a friend (Litwak, 1985). Because of space
constraintswe do not examinethe specificeffectsof
helpers'age, gender, type of relation(e.g., child,
sibling, friend), or ethnicity. Rather, these and
other factors are held constant, as indicated in
Table2.
3. The respondentswereaskedwhetherthe helperlived in the samehousehold,on the sameblock, or in
the same apartmentbuilding, within five blocks,
withinten blocks,or fartherthanten blocks. If fartherthanten blocks,they wereasked, "Abouthow
long does it takethe helperto cometo yourplace?"
4. If the limits of modern technology require
householdservicesto be deliveredthroughface-toface contact,the olderperson'sneedsandresources
will show up as havingindirecteffects in a causal
model,thatis, the needsshouldrelateto proximity,
which in turn should relateto householdservices.
Litwak(1985: 135-139)providesa path model for
this causalsequence.
5. The declinerate consists of the differencein percentagereceivingservicesbetweenany two adjacent
geographicpoints, dividedby the closestpoint and
averagedfor all such differenceson the distance
scale. Directionof sign was taken into account.
However, once a percentage receiving services
reachedzero percent,the differencesbetweenadjacent points were assumedto be 100%ratherthan
zero. This index is intendedto measurethe speed
withwhicha givenserviceapproacheszeropercent,
takinginto accountthat some servicesaregenerally
used more than others.
6. Family types were defined by two items (Litwak,
1985) as follows: (a) "If a marriedchild has a
chanceto get a muchbetterjob out of town but it
meansmovingawayfromparent,shouldthe job be
turneddownin orderto staynearparentsor should
it be accepted?" (b) "How importantis it for
parentsandtheirmarriedchildrento keepin touch?
Wouldyou say it is veryimportant,important,not
important,very unimportant?"
The 943 respondentswho said the child should
take the job and it was very importantto keep in
touch were defined as modified extended,the 99
who said the child not take the job and it was very
importantto keep in touch were defined as traditional, and the 252 who said they should take the
job and it was not necessaryto keepin touch were
defined as isolated marital.Thirteencould not be
classified;theysaidchildrenshouldnot takethejob
and they shouldnot keep in touch.
7. Theseeffects turnout to be indirect.Table2 shows
that traditionalkin structurehas no consistentrelation to householdserviceswhen proximityis controlled. However,havinga traditionalkin norm is
more likely to lead to close proximity.For a path
modelpresentation,see Litwak(1985: 135-139).
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8. Table2 suggeststhatmaritalstatusof the helperhas Katz, Elihu, and Paul F. Lazarsfeld. 1955. Personal
Influence.Glencoe,IL: FreePress.
smalland scatteredrelationto services.However,a
path model (Litwak,1985)shows it has a substan- Kendig, Hal. 1983. "Blood ties and gender roles:
Adult childrenwho care for aged parents." In Protial indirecteffect (i.e., it effects proximity).
ceedings of the AustralianFamily Research Conference (Vol. 5): Family Support Networks. Mel9. Educationis used as an indicator of income in
Table2 becauseapproximately20%of respondents
bourne,Australia:Instituteof FamilyStudies.
did not supplyan incomefigure,and the samepat- Litwak,Eugene. 1960. "Geographicalmobilityand extendedfamilycohesion." AmericanSociologicalRetern of relationsheld for both. The path analysis
view 25: 385-394.
(Litwak,1985:135-139)showsthat educationdoes
Litwak, Eugene. 1965. "Extendedkin relationsin an
significantlyrelateto proximity.
industrialsociety." Pp. 290-323in EthelShanasand
GordonStriebe(eds.), SocialStructureandthe Fami10. Traditionalkin may rejectthe offers of help from
ly GenerationalRelations. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
professionals(Gans, 1962). By contrast,modified
Prentice-Hall.
extended kin, weakenedby illness and poverty,
Litwak,Eugene. 1985.Helpingthe Elderly:The Comlegitimizesuch help.
plementaryRoles of InformalNetworksand Formal
Systems.New York:GuilfordPress.
Litwak,Eugene, and Cecile Falbe. 1983. "Formalorganizationsand communityprimarygroups:Theory
and policy of shared functions as applied to the
aged." In RichardH. Hall and RichardE. Quinn
(eds.), OrganizationalTheory and Public Policy.
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